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Representing Technology Solutions for Northern California, Northern Nevada & Hawaii

WWW.STREAMLINEREPS.NET

CyberPower manufactures professional-grade power protection 
equipment. These power management solutions meet the most 
critical requirements of home offices, small-medium businesses, 

corporate offices, healthcare, gov't and education facilities.

With unmatched innovation and performance, only Sticklers™
products can deliver perfectly clean ports, jumpers and splices at 

the lowest possible cost-per-cleaning.

WWW.STICKLERS.MICROCARE.COM

WWW.BARNETTPROTALK.COM

WWW.GCONSYSTEMS.COM/SECURITY

WWW.CYBERPOWERSYSTEMS.COM

Representing Technology Solutions for Northern California, Northern Nevada & Hawaii

OCC products include copper UTP & STP Systems, Fiber OM1 –
OM4, Pre-Term Copper and Fiber Solutions, Residential, 

Military/Harsh Environment, Broadcast/AV Solutions

WWW.OCCFIBER.COM

From our powerful Video Insight VMS and MonitorCast access 
control platforms to our facial recognition software, to our 

renowned line of i-PRO Extreme cameras, server solutions and 
accessories, we’ve got it all covered.

WWW.I-PRO.COM/US/EN

WWW.BARNETTPROTALK.COM
With dedicated Datacom and Broadband divisions, we support the 

unique needs of both enterprise and service providers manufacturing 
a full range of networking and FTTx solutions at an exceptional value.

WWW.THINKLYNN.COM

SNS provides media converters to powerful 10 Gigabit switches that 
are commercial and industrial grade.  SNS has several high-

performance and cost-effective product options including PoE.

WWW.SIGNAMAX.COM

Platinum Tools develops and sources the absolute best possible 
solutions for the preparation, installation and hand termination of 

wire and cable. 

WWW.PLATINUMTOOLS.COM

Designing and manufacturing cable management, power distribution 
and enclosures that substantially reduce the total cost of 
construction.  Solar, transit and tunnel solutions as well. 

WWW.SNAKETRAY.COM

The GCON Systems is where cutting-edge technology meets expert 
engineering in data storage optimization to produce a best in class 

surveillance hardware product. 

WWW.GCONSYSTEMS.COM/SECURITY

TechLogix MOFO™ cables leverage a true fiber core to deliver 
unparalleled speed, bandwidth and reliability. They're the ultimate 
solution for extending cameras, conferencing systems, computers, 

controllers & other USB-connected devices.

WWW.TLNETWORX.COM

Optix designs, manufactures, and supplies specialized fiber optic 
products in the telecom, datacom, premise wiring, FTTH, and CATV 

industries. Including 3X Splice On Connectors, Fusion Splicers, 
OTDR's, Fiber Cleaning Prodcuts and Fiber Training Classes. 

WWW.OPTIXAMERICA.COM


